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Productivity surged during the pandemic

3Note: “GDP” averages expenditure (GDP) and income (GDI) side. GDI for 2021Q4 is set to GDP value.

GDP per hour

1.1% per year



Capital deepening largely accounts for labor productivity spikes
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Contribution of Capital Services per Hour 
(U.S. Business Sector)

Index,
2019Q4=100



Positives

Firms have learned new ways of 
doing business
Some workers appear more 
productive remotely
Dynamism/new businesses
Increased incentives for automation

Negatives

Adjustment costs of shift to 
hybrid/remote work
Greater coordination difficulties
Need to duplicate capital for home/ 
office
Pandemic-induced supply-chain 
disruptions (near term)
Desire for more robust supply 
chains (long term)
Increases in government debt 
crowds out capital 
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Possible level effects on productivity



Will shift to remote work open up a wider pool of talent? 
As economies shift inward and repatriate supply chains, will 
global idea diffusion slow?
Are incentives to innovate higher or lower?
– COVID has opened up new areas for innovation (e.g., remote work, 

online retailing). But also further entrenched large incumbents

Not clear COVID shifts slow-growth trajectory



Pandemic was enormously disruptive. But we’ve learned that 
remote work can succeed.
– Productivity has been volatile during pandemic (and likely will 

continue to be so). Shouldn’t assume gains will survive
My best guess: Pandemic effects are unlikely to substantially 
shift underlying slow-growth momentum of the economy

Takeaway
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